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The advent of electric circulators during the early 1940’s tremendously
expanded the potential applications of hydronic heating. No longer did
the boiler have to be beneath the distribution system. Hot water could
be sent up, down, and all around, just about any piping loop.
Unfortunately it’s easy for contemporary hydronicians to forget that
gravity circulation was the sole means of heat delivery in “pre-circulator”
hydronic systems. And furthermore, the emergence of hydronics
circulators didn’t nullify the law of gravity.
When a parcel of water is heated its density decreases, and it “wants” to
rise above cooler water adjacent to it. Given a path to do so, it will,
regardless of whether the consequences are desirable or not. Plain and
simple: If your piping design creates an unblocked flow circuit that has a
vertical height and contains a heat source there will be so-called “gravity
flow.” This flow is dependent on two factors: The height of the loop, and
the temperature difference between the hot water and return water. The
greater either becomes, the stronger the driving force trying to induce
gravity flow.
Staying in Control:
Every hydronic system should be designed with the goal of precisely
controlling heat delivery. Many techniques can be applied in pursuit of
this goal including careful analysis of heating loads, extensive zoning, and
use of sophisticated controls. Unfortunately even such state-of-the-art
systems can still be plagued by unanticipated heat migration carried along
solely by gravity flow. Given the right conditions nature’s circulator can
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largely negate the benefits of these otherwise well-designed systems.
What can you say.... Btus just aren’t as cooperative as electrons!
Gravity flow is one of nature’s ways of bringing a hydronic piping
assembly into thermal equilibrium. Nature doesn’t like the fact that hot
water is present in one part of a piping loop while cool water is present
somewhere else in the same loop. It responds by trying to create a
convective loop to move the hot water to where it can give up its heat.
No pumps necessary, just a piping pathway. You might not even realize
such a pathway exists, but rest assured nature will find it, and exploit it
to the best of its ability.
There are several ways of minimizing or eliminating gravity flow:
• Install a flow-check valve near the outlet of the heat source. A flowcheck has a weighted plug that sits over the orifice in the valve. The
plug’s weight is sufficient to prevent the plug from lifting it off its seat
until the circulator starts.
• Do not substitute a swing-check valve for a flow-check valve in any
situation where gravity flow would move in the forward direction of the
valve. Swing checks don’t have enough forward opening resistance to
stop gravity flow. Been there - tried it- it doesn’t work.
• Thermal traps can help reduce gravity flow. A Thermal trap is created
by dropping piping down away from the hot water source before
proceeding on with the circuit. A thermal trap can be used to protect
return pipes from developing gravity flow provided that the supply pipes
are protected with either flow-checks or positive closing zone valves. An
example is shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1
Don’t rely solely on thermal traps on both supply and return risers at a
primary/secondary connection. The trapping effect is not sufficient to
stop gravity flow when the heated secondary circuit shuts off. The
gravity head created by an up-going warm supply riser in combination
with a down-going return riser keeps pulling additional hot water into the
supply riser. The result is a slow, but self-perpetuating flow of hot water
through a secondary circuit that’s supposed to be off.
I’ve installed many thermal traps in conjunction with injection mixing
systems. While they generally work well, there still tends to be a very
minor heat migration effect due to the very slight pressure drop between
the closely spaced tees, and the conduction of heat along copper tubing.
A contractor in the US suggested the following “ultimate” thermal trap to
me. Use PEX or PEX-AL-PEX tubing for the injection riser piping between
the primary circuit and the low temperature distribution circuit. Create a
deep thermal trap - right down to floor level if possible -before rising
back up to connect with the distribution loop. To keep things orderly
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bury the two flexible loops within an interior stud cavity of the mechanical
room wall.
• In systems that combine space heating with indirect domestic water
heating, layout piping between the boiler and indirect heat exchanger
connections so there will not be heat migration into piping serving space
heating loads during warm weather. Although the rate of heat migration
is usually small, customers get justifiably upset when they feel any
warmth emanating from their radiators at the same time their air
conditioning is on. Wouldn’t you?
• Protect indirect DHW tanks from creating convective loops through
their own heat exchanger piping after that piping has cooled off.
Remember that a tank full of hot water with an adjacent piping loop is
just begging nature’s circulator to do its thing. Install a flow-check to
thwart nature’s plan.
• To minimize gravity flow all secondary circuits connected to a primary
circuit should have a flow-check valve on the supply, and one of the
following options on the return: 1) another flow-check valve, 2) a swing
check valve, or 3) an underslung thermal trap at least 18” deep. See
figure 1.
• Install primary piping loops near the ceiling of mechanical rooms and
drop both supply and return riser piping down at least a couple of feet at
the beginning of secondary circuits.
• Install zone valves on the supply side of zone circuits to block upward
gravity flow. Install a swing check valve on the return side of each zone
to block the return side. Why should both sides be protected? Because
nature has a way of setting up a two-directional flow in a single pipe. Hot
water tends to slowly flow up the center of a vertical pipe while cooler
water slides down along the pipe wall. Don’t believe it? Go feel the
return pipes on a multi-zone system without gravity flow protection
adjacent to the return header. What you’ll find is that the return piping
on inactive zones will be warm - even hot - several feet back from the
return header. A swing check at the end of each return pipe just
upstream of the return header puts a stop to this.
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Checks and Balances:
Call me a fanatic, but when I see (uncontrolled) heat migration in a
hydronic system, I feel like I’m walking around with a hole in my pocket. I
want to be in control of heat flow as much a possible. Paying attention
to situations that could lead to gravity flow makes good design sense and
negates a source of potential callbacks. And who doesn’t want this?
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